
Precision steering characteristics
Reduced bar pressure for overall ballance and feel
Short bridles and optional rear line traveling attachment point
Caution’s durable Single Inflation System
Super stable flying characteristics and predictable power delivery
Expansive range and broad optimized sheeting range
Tapered struts for efficient release

Quality materials from industry leaders: Teijin, DP and Cousins
Caution’s rigorously tested and proven bullet proof construction
Glued and triple stitched seam technology
Double ply trailing edge
Low stretch panel layout
Spectra bridals for decreased wear and longevity

FEATURING DURABILITY AND MATERIALS

Blazing fast, super stable, the ultimate in precision flying characteristics - 
this is the 2011 SPITFIRE. The last four years of Caution research & devel-
opment has led to a single kite that balances the line between blistering 
performance and user friendly precision flying; the 2011 SPITFIRE is the 
ultimate tool in tearing apart A-frame waves, boosting big air and is guaran-
teed to dominate everything in between.

The focus for 2011 was to start with the Zombie’s design platform and build 
upon strengths, such as stability and predictable power control, while push-
ing the boundaries of higher performance steering and speed. The Spitfire 
boasts a slight reduction in bar pressure, offering the perfect cross between 
sheeting comfort for long sessions while still delivering Caution's acclaimed 
precision-response and solid positional feedback. New wingtip geometry 
results in quicker water relaunches and crisp steering response. Each kite 
was dialed for impressive overall range with a new optimized sizing spread 
and a sizing shift to reflect recent shifts in industry sizing trends. 

The 2011 SPITFIRE is the kite we’ve been waiting for; the dependibility 
required by the progressing novice and the performance our team riders 
demand. 

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW 2011 SPITFIRE
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Sizing M  :   5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 162


